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Introduction

This is the third of four modules dealing with the use,

development, and validatiOn of vocational competency tests.
Earlier modules provided an overview of using.competency mea-

'sures in vocational education programs (Module 17) And a dis-

cussion of how to determine requirements for vocationalcompe-
tency measures (Module 18). The last module (Module 20) con-

siders approache6 to validating competency testS and using

test resultA.

The purpose of this module is to help you develop compe-
tency tests--both written and performance--based on the needs

you've identified for testing a particular program and the

standards and priorities you've.established for job-related

tasks. The techniques presented here are based on the experi-

ences of the AmeriCan Institutes for Research in conducting

the Vocational Competency Measures (VCM) project for the U.S.

Department of Education as well as on previous test development

experience of project staff.

Overview

The development of a vocational competency test requires
the planning, coordination, and skillful executiod of many
activities. ,A test that has been developed following the pro
cedures outlined in this module Should provide supervisors,
instructors, and students with information on how closely the
skills taught and learned in the educationakprogram compare
with the work standards and Skills,expected.in industry.

The aPproach used in this:module provides considerable
flexibility in the development process, but at the same time,
it has-A sufficiently structured framework to provide clear

guidance. Although the test development procedures are inten-
ded for uSe in moderate to large test development efforts,
small 'districts or individual schools will also find informa-
tion that can be adapted to smaller-scale projedts. If you

want a more detailed knowledge of competency testing or test-
ing in general, the Recommended References in the Appendices

-

should be useful.
/

The development of a vocational competency test is both a
creative and a mechanical proCess. This module can only des-

cribe the mechanics of a test development project. It is

hoped that.the framework given will allow you to use your crea-
tive talents most fully and effectively.

-3- 9



InstructionS.to the Learnet

The Self-Check items and possible responses to them are
found in the Appendices. These questions have two purposes.
First, before you begin work on the module, you maY use them
to check quicklY whether you have already learned the informa-
tion in previous classie ot readings. In some instances, with
the consent.of your instructor, y u might decide to skip a -

whole module or parts of one. T e Second purpose of the Self-
Chedk is to help you review the ontent of mddules you have
studied in order to assess whethe u have achieved the mod-

, ule's- goals and objectives.

You can also use the list oE goals and objectives tha.t
follows to determine, whether the module content is new to you
'and requires in-depth study, or whether the module can serve
as a brief ieview betore you continue to the next module.

-17



Goals and Objectives

Goal 1:-,Summarize important considerations in vocational com-'

petency test development.

Objective 1.1 State the importance of test validity,

test reliability, and test_practicality.

Objective 1.2 . List important considerations in develop.
.

ing tests to include indi1idud1s with special needs.

Goal 2: gUmmarize important, considerations in designing ini

tial test Specifications.
D

Objective,2.1 Statethe purpose of designingrin ial

test specifications and list items to be includ n the

specifications.

Objective 24 Compare the strengths and Weaknesses of
paperandpendil tests and performance tests.

Objective 2.3 DesCribe common formats of paperand

pencil tests.

Objective 2.4 Describe-typeS of performance evaluation.

GOal 3: Discuss the critical tasks in developing paperand

pencil tests.

Objective 3,1 Describe the importance and process of

creating ah item budget.
-

Objective 3.2 *List important.conside'rations in the ini
tial review and,modification of test items.

Objective 3.3 Compare and contrast the processes of
pilot,testing and field testing.

Objective 3.4 Based on.field testing, discuss the bases
for revising test items.

Goal 4: Discuss the critical tasks in developing performance
testi.

Objective 4.1 List the compOnents of a performance test.

1.15



Objective 4.2 Identify keY considerations in selecting
and structuring tasks for performance test development.

Objective 4.3 Describe key considerations in reviewing
performance test items.

Resources

In order to complete the learning activities in this modz.
ule, you will need information contained in the following pub-
licationr

Etickson, R. C., & Wentling, T. L. Measuring student
growth: Techniques and procedures for occupational
education. Urbana, Ill.: Griffon Press,.1976. '

12
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GOAL 1: Summarize important considerations in vocational

competency"test development.

What Are Important Considerations in Test Development?

The developrilent of any test requires that certain techni-

cal and practical considerations be kept in mind. The,test

developer should attempt to have the final test satisfy as

closely as possible the three general requirements of every

good test: validity, reliability, and practicality. The test

developer should also ensure thax testing proCedures give all -

examinees, including those with'special needs, a fair and

-equal opportunity tabe tested on their skills and knowledge.

Test Validity

The validity of a test means the extent to which a test

measures what it is intended to measure. The purpose or

intent of a test, in turn, is always to relate to sOme cri-

terion in the real world. When the,test is first conceived,

this intent is reflected in the careful selection of content.

When the test is tried out.in preliminary forpa, those items

that seem to,Measure the criterion best are determined, and

only those are included in the final form. An approach for

validating competency tests is described in Validating Compe-

tency Tests and Using Test Results, Madule 20 in the VECS

series.

Test Reliability

,
Test reliability refers to the consistency of the test.

A reliable test would yield close to the same score for the

same individual time afte* time. We can't expect any test to

produce. exactly the same results each time for the same sub-

ject eyen if the subject learned nothing hetween the first and

Second testing. Guessing and other factors will influence

scores onepeated administtations, but a well-aonstructed

test should yield essentially the same score each time. Thus,

the relative standing of any group of examinees given a reli-

able.test will vary only a-small amount between different

administrations.

-9- 13



Test'Practicality

To be practical, a test should be feasible to construct,
capable-of administration without codfuSibn, and easy to score
with precision (see Adkins, 1974). Thisadvice is absolutelY
vital when applied specifically to vocational competency

testing.

Construction. The two most baslc necessities for
Constructing a eest are time and experti'se. An adequate and
realistic amount of'time should be budgeted for a test develop-

ment project. The development strategy and scope of the test

must be within the organizational capability and,personnel
expeftise of the test development group.

Administration. The administration of a,test involves

the examiner and examinees. -In order to properly, administer a

test, the examiner requires clear, simple, and complete direc-
tions regarding every required,task. The examinees must also

know what is required of-them. The internal simglicity and
organization of a test depends on.the complexity of the occu-
pation and the level of skill to be assessed by the test. A
reasonable rule of thumb is to maintain the same"levelof
technical complexity-in the test as in the occupation being'

tested.

Scoring. Scoring procedures that are straightforward and
can translate easily into usable summaries of student perfor-
mance are clearly the most useful for vocational training.

These thfee areas of practicality may overlap, but by con-
sidering Ehem independently we are able to get a clearer pic-

ture of the "practical" considerations,involved im teSt

develogment.

Testing IndividualS,With Special Needs

The purpose of a voCaeional competency test is to -assess

job-related skills and knowlecrge. To meet this objective, it
is neces§ary to plan the eesting procedures to ensure that all
examinees have a'fair and equal opportunity to be tested on
their skills and knoWledge. Judgments about the competencies
of persons'with special.needs should be based on.their knowl-
edge of the job and their capacity to accomplish important job-
related tasks.

A helpful gutde suggested by the National Research Coun-
cil for use in modifying tests is the Guide for Administering
Examinations _to Handicapped Individual§ for Employment Purposes

-10-
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(Heaton, Nelson, & Nester, 1980). After a series of modifica-

tions to the testing procedures have been proposed, it Ls use-

ful to have the modifications reviewed by-a group of experts'

who are themselves handicapped. As the Council stated in its

recommendations,

No one knows as well.as a knowledgeable and sensitive

blind person, for example; what difficulties other

blind people are likely to encounter on a particular

test (p. 135).

Modifications to the testing procedure.will also be'necessary

for persons with limited ability in English, unless knowledge

of English is a requirement for performing the job satiSfac-'

torily.

Table 1 lists some adaptation suggestions fox the test-

developers and the examiners; in addition, other reasonable

local adaptations should be considered.

Judgments about the competencies of persons with special

needs should be based on their knowledge,and abilities; not

their physical or linguistic limitations. Assessing abilities,

thefefore, should be determLned from the outcomes rather than

from the particular method used to achieve these outcomes.-



TABLE 1

SUGGESTED-ADAPTATION PROCEDURES FOR SPECIAL GROUPS

Special Condition Testing Problems

Hearing impairment Can't hear oral
instructions

Orthopedic upper
limb disability

Blindness/low
vision ,

Can't complete
response sheet
blanks; cLiffi-

culty in reach-
ing or handling
standard-tools
or_equipment

Can't read
printed tett
materials; can't
use charts and

Adaptations

Provide printed equivalent;
use audio amplification

;

Have assistant complete
blanks; give test orally;
permit the use of jigs
and guides

Read alciud and repeat;

adjust testing time; pre-
pare raised-line tactile
draWings with oral descrip-

illustrations; tions; use adapted equip-
can't see dials ment (e.g.; use measuring

or markings tools that have raised
tactile markings); use
actual objects

Limited-English Can't understand Use translations unless
proficiency or read direc- knowledge of English is

tions in English a job requirement



Individual Study Activities

1. Seledt one of the _three general requirements of every

good test--validity, reliability, practicality--and write

a one-page paper stating its importance in developing

vocational competency,cests. Refer to the Resourqes or

Recommenaed References in this module, or to one of your

own resources for information on test validity, relia-

bility, and practicality.

2. Locate an individual with special needs (disabled or

limited-English proficient) and interview that individual

regarding the experiences he or she has had in being

tested for vocational occupations. Did the tests provide

a fair assessment of that individual's skills and knowl-

edge? What adaptations, if any, were made in the testing

procedures? Summarize your findings and share the infor-

mation with the class.

DiscusSion Questions

1. What kinds of problems is 'a visually impaired person

likely to face in being tested for the occupation of com-

puter operator? -What kinds of testing adaptations might

be made for this individual? After the discussioh, con-

sider-what you learned about your own and other class-

,
mate's attitudes toward testing individuals with special

needs.

2. Discuss the implications of the following statement:

"Validity is the first requisite of Any teste tio matter

how satisfactory in all other respects, an instrument

that-does not provide to the decision maker accurate

information of the type needed is worthless" (Erickson &

Wentling, 1976, p. 22).

Group Activity

1. Divide the class into small groups, with each group repre-
senting a different category of special needs. (For

example, one.group may select to be hearing impaired

individuals. Another group may.select-to be limited-
*English speakingj Roleplay the problemA your group
would face in being tested for a vocaaonal occupation.
Create your roleplays around actual problems you know

'about from your own experience or have heard about from

other individuals.

-13-



GOAL 2: Summarize important considerations, in designing ini-

tial test specifications.

What Do You Include in Initial TestSpecificationsl

The initial test specifications serl:re as the general blue-

print. In designing.this blueprint the test developer must

.consider the purpose of thetest . and the limitations of the

environment" in which the test will be used. Some limits

that should be considered-are:

The amount of time that can reasonably be expected for

administering a test to examinees

The availability of equipmentHand materials for perfor-

mance testing

The grade or mastery level of the typital examinee

The topics covered in an outline of test spetifications are:

The types of measures to' be used 6aper-and7penci1,
performance, or both) and their formats

Nhe total number of items inthe finished form

'Total testing time

The skill level to be assessed.by the-teat

General reading level-of the instniCtions and question's

As the test is developed, various changes are rikely to be

made, but the specifications shOuld provide guidance and coher-

ence to a test development project.

Types of Measures to be Used and Their Formats

-.

The two types-of measures considered most useful for a

vocational competency test are Paper-and-Tencil tests and perr

formence tests. To fully assess all skills taught in a vocar.

tional education program, you will likely-need to develop a

test package made up of both paper-and-pencil and performance



tests. Both,tests have strong and weak points which should be
carefully considered when deciding if or when to use one mea-
sure or the other.

Paper-and-pencil tests: Their strengths and weaknesses.
By far the most common form of testing is paper-and-pencil.
Its popularity as a test format is largelY based on its flexi-
bility, low cost, and ease of administration and scoring. A /

paper-and-pencil test typically requires no special equipment,,
or specially trained staff. With a paper-and-pencil test it
is possible to test a sizable group of individuals-at one
time, making an effective/use of classroom'itime.

1..
Paper-and-pencil tests do have drawbacks which can be sig-

nificant in votational education. With a paper-and-pencil
test we can assess whether a student knows how to do i task,
but we have little information about whether,a student actually
ban do a task. A written test can also"distort or bias.our
assessments. Yor example, in assessing a perspn's knowledge of
small engine repair with a paper-and-pencil test; we are at the
same time assessing the person's knowledge of English, reading
skill, and skill in-following written instructions. Overall,
however, paper-and-pencil tests are still the most generally
useful and practical means of assessing job knowledge.

Performance tests: Their strengths and weaknesses, A
.performance test in vocationaIeducation involves the examinee
carrying out the actions that are expected to be performed "on
the job." A performance test can-be strUctured in the form of
a simUlation, copying a work situation with something less

than perfect fidelity, or as a work samPle which usually
involves an actual "slice" of the job.

Motor skills and interpersonal skills, such as dealing
with customers, are competendies which Paper-and-pencil tests
cannot usually assess. Since,most vocational educators are
concerned with "bands on" performance, a performance-I.-based

test is appropriate for asseising most of the skills taught in
a vocational education program.

If, for example, an instructor of an auto mechanics course
wants to determine whether the students can install a piston.
correctly, the most direct way of finding out would be to have
each student.install a piston. A performance,test used in a
standardized vocational competency test is simply the "teacher
approach" with standardized procedures for conducting and
assessing student performance. An advantage of this approach
is that there is no intermediate task between what students

are:trained to perform and'how they are assessed.

-18-i 9



Though this approach has significant advantages for

assessment in vocational education, there are important draw-
,

backs:

1. Time--Performance tests are more time consuming.

Often they must be administered on a one-'..to-one basis,

, (one examiner to one examinee), with time required

between each examinee for setting-0 the test.

2. Cost--Special equipment and materials are needed and

Often codiumed during testing.

Because of the time and cost constraints, performance

tests may be limited.in the range of tasks that can be

assessed. Consequently, for maximum efficiency, they should

be used only for ,those competencies that cannot be assessed

adequately-by paper-and-pencil tests.

Common formats of paper and pencil tests. The four most

common paper-and-pencil test formats are: true-false, match-

ing, completion, and multiple-choice.

1. True-false--True-false test items have an advantage

in ease of construction but should be limited to fac-

tual material. Examinees can-usually answer a.large'

number of these items in a relatively short period of

time, allowing a-broader sampling of knowledge than

is possible with other formats within the same time

period. Even when testing factual information, the -
true-false format has serious_disadvantages. Random

or "blind" zuessing Will allow ,a-person, on an:aver-
-

age, to respond correctly to 50 percent-of the items.

This high guess-factor could allow someone who knOWS---

nothing abOut the subject to get half the items cor-

rect, thus negattng any advantage gained by asking a

large number.of'questions.

2. Matching items--Matching is a format in which ques-
tions are.arranged in one column and alternatives or

ans4ers are in a second column. Examinees are asked

to select the correct response in the second column

that corresponds to the question, word, or statement

in the first column. This format can be made to have

a high difficulty level and reduce the proportion of

correct answers through guessing. The questions must

be closely related so that, tor any queStion, the

incorrect choices will serve As reasonable distrac-

tors. The listing of items should be kept relatively

brief (10 to 15 alternatives) so that finding the

-19-
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correct rasponse does not become tedious. When making
up the two lists for matching, it is recommended that
one column contain several more items than the other.
This lessens the chance of selecting answers based
simply on the process of elimination.

3. Completion items--Completion items (sometimes referred
to as "fill in the blanks") are deceptively easy to
construct and have no significant,guess factor. Scor--

ing, however, is difficult since no specific respon-
ses on options are given, and responses cannot be
aachine-scored. A subject matter 'expert may be
needed to determine the correctness of every unanti-
cipated response. Such'a scoring procedure is slow,
expensive, and borders on the subjective. Under con-
ditions where there are no guarantees of the exper-,,
tise of the scorer or where a large number of tests
are to be administered, this format is not practical.

4.' Multiple-choice itemsr-A multipfe-choice format is
usually the most desirable format for knocyledge items
in a vocational competency test. In general, a
multiple-choice item consists of the stem, which may
be either a complete or an incomplete statement, and
several responses.that answer the question directly
or cdmplete the statement. Of the-responses given,
only'one is correct,,and the rest serve as distrac-
tors (see Table 2).

,TABLE 2

COMPONENTS OF A MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEM :

An engine that fires each time the piston goes
up is a

2-cycle engine. ,

B. ;4-cycle engine.

C. rotary engine.
D. supercharged engine.
E. turbocharged engine.

_CORRECT RESPOkSE

DISTRACIORS

STEM

The number of responses usually varies between three
and five. If three responses are used, the possi-

-20-
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bility of guessing correctly is about 33 percent; for
four items,-25 percent; for five, 20 percent; and so
forth. Five responses dre recommended as giving an
appropriate balance between item length and the

effects Of guessing.

Constructing disfractors (the-incorrect responses) is
often the most difficult part in writing multiple-
choice test items. Each distractor must:

agree grammatically with the stem,

be rational and believdble,

. be related to the topic area,

NOT contain any hints to the correct answer,

seem plausible and attractive to the uninformed or
poorly prepared examinee, and

BE ABSOLUTELY WRONG.

The uSe ofsresponses such-as "all ofthe above," "A
afid B but not C," dtc., should be avoided in most

cases. These types of responses can be useful under
some circumstances, but they can easily become

crutches for item writers.

Although the multiple-choice test item format is the most

widely used one in large-scale testibg efforts, other possible
formats should not be discarded. It is ais6common to mix
test formats, if for no othet reason than 6-'d break the mono-

tony involved in tegting. The test designer should use the
most appropriate format for each situation and weigh the bene-

fits and'drawbacks inherent in each.

Types of performance evaluation. Two types of evaluation

procedures usually used for performance testing are product

eveluatfon and process evaluation.

1. Product evaluation--Evaluating a product is usually

the simpler of the two because.the examiner-evaluates
the results of actions and not the actions themselves.
Products can be measure& or checked against specific
standards anytime after the examinee has completed

the test. Such things as a completed electrical cir-
cuit or a carburetor-rebuiltto factory specifica-
tions are examples of products that can be evaluated.

-21- 22



2. Process evaluation--A process evaluation means that
actions and behaviors are assessed while the activity
is in progress. For example, the evaluation of meal
service by a waiter, or lifting a patient properly
from a bed by a nurse's aide, are evaluations of the
process performed. An actual product may or may not

result. The actions are viewed as the most impbrtant'

component of the job task.

The type of performance evaluation used will 'depend-on

what is being assessed. Often, a performance test is partly

procesa and partly product based.



Individual Studt Activities

1. Select an occupation from your area of ocCupational spe-

cialty and develop an outline of test specificationsfor

that occupation. Consider whether you will use standard-

ized tests or develop yoUr own.- Consider, the types of

measures you will use (paper-and-pencil, performance, or

both) and their-formats; the total number of test-items;

total testing time; the skill level to be assessed by the

test; and the general reading level of the instructions

and questions.

2. Using the Resourdes or Recommended References in this

module, or one of your own resources, develop twO charts--

one listing the strengths and weaknesses of paper-and-

pencil tests and the other listing the strengths and,

weaknesses of performance tests. Then compare thetwo
charts and determine whtch type of test has the greatest

overall strengths to meet the needs in your particular

setting.

Discussion-Questions

1.
"Measurement techniques for assessing occupational stu-
dents' achievement within the cognitiie,domain have been'

used much mOre extensively than those used to assess

achievement in the effective, psythomotor, and perceptual

domains" (Erickson & Wentling, 1976, p. Using this

statement as a basis of discussion, provide examples from

Your own experience that support. this Statement,.

2. "The ultimate in performance measurement for occupational

education.is the assessment-of a student's ability to per-

form important job-related tasks' in an actual job setting"

(Erickson & Wentling, 1976, p. 126).,,This type.of mea-
surement, however, has not been used exteniively.by voca-

tional educators. Discuss why this is so and suggest

ways that performance tests might be used, more.

Group'Activity

1. Divide the class into four groups, each group representing

one of the four tYpes of paper-and-pencil test formats:

true-false, matching, completion, and multiple-cho,ice.
Each group will defend the use of its particular format

in a vocational competency test.



4.

GOAL 3: Discuss the critical easks in developing paper-and-

pencil tests.

How Do You Develo Pa r-and-Pencil Tests?

Developing paper-and-pencil tests is a systematic process

4onsisting of a number of specific tasks. A discuSsion of

these tasks follows.

Create Ad Item Budget

The "budgeting of items" is-a procedure for determining,
the number of paper-and7pa-,cil test items to develop within

each major test area. Your decisions about,anjtem budget
must be based on your best estimate; no hard and fast rules

exist.

The first step is to establish the content of tfie item
budget, that is, what.will be the areas of an occupation to be

covered in the test. The content is derived from the task
nventory findings' listing the skills and abilities that

employers and employees consider important. (See Module 18:

Determining Requirements for Vocational Competency-Measures
for a:discussion of developing a task inventory.)

,The next step is to estimate the nuiber.Of items for the

final test. for example, if between 50 and 60 test items are
wanted for the,final version, at least double that number of

items, should he prepared initially. The.test developer must

then assign a percentage of the total number of test items
being developed to each major category. Examples of major _

categories derived from,an auto mechanics task inventory could
be "safety," "trouble-shooting," and "tune-up procedures."

If you decide to prepare 100 items initially, and the

test will have five major categOries, you could assign the

same number to each category. In this case, you simply have:'

100 4- 5 = 20

Often, some categories are more important to the job than
others; you may wish to assign a larger proportion of items to
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those categories. The distribution, then, could resemble the

fóllowing:

No. of Items

Category Per Category

A 30_

10

20

25

15

TOTAL . 100

Once the numbers of eest. items to be developed are
assigned to the major categories, the number of items to be
developed for each_individual area or task within each major
area in the task inventory must be determined. If, for

example, a major category is allotted 30 luestionsi such as
categorY "A" above, and if the category has five specific
tasks, then the 30 questions must be assigned to these five
tasks.

V
v;

Often, taska to be used as the basis for item development
are rated by those surveyed as to their importance. If, for

example, tasks were rated either "moderately important- or
very important, such that:

Assigned Weight

1 moderately important

2 very important ,

then the first zategorY could be assigned "1" and the second,

"2." We could assign test items per task using the following

simple procedure. We sum the total weight af all the tasks:

Assigned

Task Importance w±i2,115_

1

2

3

4

5

moderate
very

very
moderate
moderate ,

=

..

.i

..

1

2

2

1 ,

I

-...
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We then divide the allotted number of, queStions:, 3D, by the

total welsht, 7:

30 7 = ,

The-result, 4.3, Is then multiplied by the weight of the task,

whgch in this case is either 1 or 24

Task
Assigned
Weight

Weight
Multiplier

No. of Questions
/ Per Task

1 1 x '4.1 = 4.3

/ 2 x 4.3 = -8.6

3 2 x 4.3 = 8.6

4 1 x 4.3 -..

,
4.3

5 - 1 X 4.3 =-

Since these results are not whOle numbers, it is necessary to

round to tilt nearest whole numbsr to get the appropriate num-
ber of-queSt. ,ns to develop per task, so that the final result

is:

No. of QUestians

Task Per Task

1 4

2 9

3 9

4

5 4

TOTAL 315

Tasks that are different aspects of the,same genetal
skill are' best grouped so as not to overtest in one area-at-

the expense of other tasks. In retail sales, far example,

prepare.a sales receipt" and "prepare ,a refund fotm" can

easily be combined since the skills involved are-essentially

the same.

Assign Test Items

Based on the test item budget, assign each Item writ.er a

'specific number of test,items to write in specific categories.
Supply each writer with detailed instructions regarding the
nature of the task, specific requirements; and the format of

-the:-questions_to_be_develaped,_ Tab1e.1 is a listing of areas

that Might he covered in instructions to item writers. These

instructions should clearly reflect the design goals of the

test developer.
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Of course, items should be assigned to writers who aie
knowledgeable abbut the specific tasks. But itis a good idea
to ask a second writerto submit items on the same.tasks to
vary the emphasis and point of view..

28
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TABLE-3,

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONS TO TEST ITEM WRITERS

EstabLish a time Iimit-for-ttem-preparetion.----

All items should be sent,to the test developmentoenter (giire address).

After typing and, editing at the development center, all items will'be

returned to the writer for.review to make certain that editorial

changes have not changed the technical content.

For each item, indicate the correct ansWer and the topic to which the

item is related.

Staff members will meet with item writers as appropriate to discuss

problems or concerns, and to reviewreasons for editorial chariges.

Five-choice, multiple-choice items are preferred. Items with fewer

than five choices will be accepted if there is good reason for the

,smaller number of choices.

The stem of each item should be a complete question.or an incomplete

statement. Stems With a blank in the-middle should be avoided.

All options must relate to the stem logically and grammatically,

Discourage the use of options such as "All of the.above,' "Nofie of the

above," and "A and B above."1

Stems and options should be, as short as possible while still being

complete.

Never repeat a wora in the options if it can be inciuded itt the stem.

Options should be arranged in some logical order such as:

Numerital
Alphabetical (for one- or two-word options)
Length (for multi-word options)

Avoid the use of words guch as "always" and "never."

Make certain that level of reading difficulty is appropriate to

audience.

,

I Though options of this type may at times prove useful, item:writers

should be initially discouraged from their use because they are apt to

be-misused. If, for_example,_ item writers are asked to prepare five-

option multiple-choice items, it becomes extremely tempting to have a-

fifth option as "All of the above" or "None of the above" because it is

an easy distractor Eo write.
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Review and Modify Items

The test'development staff should reiriec:; each completed

item for clarity, completeness, correct grammar, etc. 'Items
that are unclear, unimportant, or have content problems requir--
ing technical expertise should be discussed with thle item

writer. Occasionally, when different ,J,ndividuals prepare

items for the same occupational task, duplicate or near dupli-
cate items will be written. You can keep the Ipest item and

place the othet in reserve, or possibly even combine the two
to produce a better test item.

Then compare the seieCted items to the item-budget. You

may find that you have more stems than you need in one area

and too few in another. In areas of shortage, the test devel-
oper should work closely with the item writers to stimulate

ideas for questions. A "brainstorming" session.can be very

productive. Once there is a closti match with the budget.,,the
items should be prepared in final form. The language and

structure of the questions and their options.should,be logic-

, ally and grammatically consistent. 'All the items should then
be looked at as a unit so that extraneous cues"can be removed.
A common error is that one test item will cue the correct
response in another item.

The items should then be reViewed by subject matter
experts.not involved in the actual writing. You might have

vocational instructors or persons in.industry not previously
involved act as reviewers. Be sure to remove items that are
factually in error or items in which a disagreeMent exists
about the correct response. A good strategy is to have the
experts "take the test." Although even experts,can make

errors, it should be possible to catch most of the distractors
that may be correct-responses to the question.

Table 4 lists questions that should'be-considered in
reviewing each item.
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TABLE 4

--AREAS-OF-CONCERN-WHEN REVIEWING' RAPER-AND-PENCIL TEST ITEMS

Is the content of the item logical?

Is sufficient information provided?

Is the use and spelling of technical terms correct?

Is there one and only one best ansWer?

Is the correct answer keyed?

How difficult is the,iteta apt to be for a typical

student?

Can the item be improved? If sb, how?'

Balance the Key

Balancing the key is one of the final stages in the prep-

aration of multip16-choice test items. It ensures that each

possible option has approximately an equal proportion of cor-

rect answers assigned. It helps to eliminate any kind of bias

that test designers or item writers may have in the placement

of correct answers. Item-writers have a tendency to plan the

correct response as one of the middle options.

The.balancing procedure to,use rs very simple:-

1. List separately the correct response for all five-
choice items, four-choice itemS, and three-choice

items.

2. Sum the number of five-choice, four-choice, and three-,,

choice items separately.

3. Divide each:sum by the number of choices for that
category.

4. The result will tell howjaany A, B, C, etc., correct
responses should, be in 'each category.
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5. Compare the results against the, actual number of .

items in each category.

6. Rearrange the optiohs, wheneverlfeasible, tomatch
the balanced key.

The follqwing is an example of this balancing procedure,
using-five-choice items. The same procedure is used fOr four-

and three-choice items.

Item Present Adjustments- -Revised

Choice Key Needed Key

A 6 +2 8

B 12 1 -3 9

C . 18 -9 9

D 1 < +7 8

E 5 +3 8

TOTAL 42 TOTAL 42

. Number of items i-'number of choices per item = 42 5 = 8.4

We need about 8 questions having eac'h itemAteice. In

this case since the total is 42, two item choices must

have one extra each.

When balancing the keY, you cannot simply move options around

at will. The option item ordering guidelines described in
Table 3 should be'maintained.

Prepare Test Administration instiuctions

The best test can bea poor assessment tool if ihe
instructions for its administration &re not Clear and specific.
One method of.providing these instructions is to prepare an
examiner's manual. This manual should contain all the informa-

tion reqared for administering the test. The manual is also
useful in supplying background information to aid the examiner
in understanding the oveiall structure and purpose of the test.
Table 5 lists content.areas that might be coveredin'an

examiner's manual.
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TABLE 5

SUGGESTED CONTENT AREAS OF AN EXAMINER'S TEST MANUAL

Purpose of the'test

Expected background of examiner

Ways test results may be used

Overview of the test

Administration of the test

test format

time required

answer sheets

instructions-for administering the test

suggestions for testing individuals with special

needs

Review and Revise (The Second Time) 7

;

When the test is completed, the entire package should be

reviewed by the members of thestest development consultant

panel. To ensure useful re"Views, detailed instructions should

be supplied to each reviewer. Table 4 can be used as a model

for the content of instructions to test reviewers.

Test revision based on the comments of reviewOanel mem
,

bers should be carefully performed to avoid introducing errors

into the test. Any changes of factUal content that sedm.ques-7

tionable should be -submitted to the item writers. Carefully,

review,any area where there are differenceS of opinion. If It

is hot possible to agree on the.correct answer, give serious

consideration to deleting the item.
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Conduct a'Pilot Test

Once the test has bedn revised, i is ready for pilot
-tdsting. Pilot testing is a procedure ,used primarily to test

the structure of the test, e.g., clarity of instructions, time
estimates, etc., rather than,the content. The procedure for

conducting a pilot test iso have two or threes vocational
training.programs each administer the test to two or three

students. The tests shbuld each be at a different school with
different examiners and students. A packet of the complete

test instructions should be sent tq each examfner; one or two

weeks in adVance.

The examiner should be informed that'the test.designer
will be at the test site as an obsdrver and to debrief the

examiner and examinees. Make it very clear that the test
itself is being tested and that any problems with the, test are
not a reflection on the examiner or student but rather on the

test. Ask the examiner and the examinees to be completely
frank and not worry about hurting the feelings of the test

designer.

During testing, the test designer will act as an observer
and should not supply assistance or answer questions. It'is

appropriate, however, to stop and ask questions for clarifica-

tion. Careful notes should be kept, noting the strong and

weak points of test administration.

After completion of the test, the observer should review
the tdst with the examiner and students. An item-by-item

review is most desirable. On comgetion of the pilot tests,
corrections should be made to the test based on the findings.
The findings of pilot testing will help improve-instructions
and "packaging" of the test. Once these problems are cor-
rected, you are ready for field testing.

.

Conduct a Field Test

Field testing is used to determine the quality of the test

items. The field test/involves a large number of students in
a number of schools. Field testing requires considerable pre-
planning in that agreements must be obtained from the schools
and instructors. ,There are' no hard and fast rules regarding
the size of the sample. Approximately 100. students spread
over five schools is a reasonable tatget.
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Analyze Field Test Findings,

Field testing will provide the test developer with,a large

amount of data to/analyze. If possible, the developer ahould

work closely with someone skilled in statistical analysis. To

do a good job of analysis, access to a computer is necessarY.

If you haVe access to a computer, most likely you will find

- one of the numerous statistical software packages in place.

Most are simple to use and can accommodate the level of statis-

tical' analysis tequired for item analysis purObses.

Revise the Test

In order to decide which items to keep and which to dis-

-card, it is necessary to get statistical data on each item to

answer the following questions.

1. How well-does examinee performance on each item con:-
relate Fith overall examinee performance on all items

in a particular subject matter area? (HoF well does,

an item discriminate between those who'perform well

and those who perform poorly overall?)

2. What was the difficulty level; that is, what propor-
tion of examinees answered amitem correctly?

4

Your prime concern should be to select items'that per-
formed well in the field test and to end up with a test that

has about the same percentage of items in each section as

specified in the item budget. Your criteria for item selec-

tion should be threefold:*

1.. Cohtent--The items should be representative of the

performance area.

2: Difficulty--What was the ptoportion sf eXaminees that

missed any item? In competency tests, items shbuld
be included over a range of difficulty to reflect a

range of competency.

3. Discrimination--D6 those who do Fell on the test gen-

erally &newer the item correctly and those who do
poorly overall generally answerthe item incorredtly?

In analyzing the Oaper-an&-pencil items, 'consider these'

points. Distractors that were chosen by few examinees might

need to be modified or deleted. Items answered correctly bY

all examinees-should be eliminated or changed. Items which

are seldom answered "correctly" should be checked for keying.
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If the key is correct, they should be carefully revieWed by
subject matter experts to determine whether there is a possi
bility of misinterpretation.

After you have selected test items 'that are.acceptable,on
the basis of content, difficulty, and disciimination, make
sure you have the same item distribution as'you had on the
field test. If some areas do hot have enough items, look
again at-those items not selected.

Generally, poor items should be removed rather than
rewritten, but if the change is small the teat aeveloper may
want to make it in order to have a useful item. If a major
change is required, then the rewritten item should-be-con
sidered a new item that has not been field tested.

On comOietion of the final revision, you should liave a
useful paperandpencil test meeting the'design requirements
established at the start of,the project.

36,
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Individual Study ActiVities

1. Obtain a teacher-made occupational competency test from

your area of occupational specialty.',Rindomly. select 10

multiple-choice, paper-and-pencil test items and review

them to answer the following questions: Is the content

of the item logical? Is sufficient information provided?

Is the use and spelling of technical terms correct? Is

there one and only one best answer? How difficult is the

item for a typical student? Can the item be improVed?

If so, how? Revise7..-thertest items based on your review.'

2. Obtain a task inventory for an occupation from your area

of'specialty. Select two of the very important tasks and
write five multiple-choice test items for each task;
Follow the suggested guidelines in Table 3 of this mod-

ule. Then exchange your items with a partner and review

.one another's items based/on,the review questions above.

Return the items to the writer and revise them according

to your.partner's suggestions. You muit determine, of

course, whether the suggestions are appropriate.

Discussion Questions

1. This Module discusses a number of specific tasks for
developing,paper-ahd-pencil tests. How practical are

these tasks for your particular setting? If the members

of the class were part of a, district-wide test develop-
ment team, which of the test,developMent tasks would you

expect to be able to accomplish? Write these tasks,oh

the Chalkboard and reach a consensus regarding the tasks
you will do.

2. Why do you think it is necessary to develop the eicaminees
test manual as part-of a total test package? What topics

would you indlude in such a manual and why?

Group -Activity

1. Organize class members into a test development team.

Select a leader and assign responsibilities among mem-

bers. Your goal is to produce a paperrand-pencil voca-
tional competency test for an occupational area Of need
in your district or state. If all the Skills necessary

for test development are not rep-resented on yeur team,
indicate what skills are lacking and where you would

obtain that ekpertise.
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GOAL, 4: Discuss the criticaltasks in developing yertprmance

tests.

How Do, You Develop Performance Tests?

Many of the tasks required for performande test develoP-

ment can be,arried,out in conjunction wfththose required for

the develdPment of paper-and-pencil tests.

The following five components should be covered in each

performance test:

X.
PumoseStatement giving overview of.the task, the spe-

cific aubtasks,involved, and the uses that can be-made of

the findings. This.statement is fOr the use of,the

examiner.

2. Instructiona to examinerWritten descriptions/

instructions of exactly what an examiner is,expected to

do step-by-step durihg all aspects of testing. The

instructiOns should be detailed,and specific.

3. list of,required equipmentDetailed description.of the

exact layout of the.test site and all required materials.

Instructions to examinee--Written instructions either read

by or to the examinee. They must be brief yet complete,

giving no extraneous information that could distract the

examinee fromthe task at hand. )

4.

r

5. Rating formDocument that lists:checkpoirits tor assess-

ing the job competency of the examinee on tfie specific

task being performed. Each checkpoint should have a rat"

ing checkoff on which the examiner can quickly record the

correC'tness or acceptability of the examinee's perfor-

mance.

Select-the Tasks to be Tested

Performance tests are more difficult to construct and

morTexpensiye to administer4ham paper-and-pencil tests.

Therefore, performance tests.ihould be deVeloped to cover only

important areas that cannot be tested adequately using a paper-

.antpencil test. It is important to discuss each proposed
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area with subject matter experts. Some questions to ask in
selecting tasks for a performance test are:

1. Can the skills required to perform the task only be
assessed adequately with a performance test and not
with a paper-and-pencil test?

2. 14s the area rated aelmportant bY employers
employees in the task inventory,survey?

3. Are the equipment_or required-materialsavailable or
easily obtainable at a training site?

4. Will tilt cost in consumable items per examinee be,
reasonable?

Structure the Tasks

As you can see from the list of componentdpf a perfor.,'
mance test, the final package is much more complex than a
paper-and-pencil test package. It is the designer's job to
make all the parts fit together so that those using the test
feel it is simple to set up, administer, and score..

First, the task should,be divided into all its observable
behaviors and products. For example, if an examinee is asked
to replace the head gasket of an automobile engine, the task
should be broken down-affd eadh step recorded. This includes
even those actions that seem-trivial. In the casementioned,
we would start with:

1. Examinee opens hood of, car.

2. Determines model of engine.

3. Checks to see whether proper gasket is available:

The,listing would be finished- when the examinee closes the hood
of the car. The list should be ordered as closely as possible
to the way the task iStypically performed. The test devel-
opers should then look for possible products resulting from
the process. In our example, such points as "heads torqued to
proper specification," "gasket.straight and not leaking" are
potential products that can be measured.

From the list, those points that are (a) important to the
job, (b) likely to be performed wrong, and,(c) relatively inde-
pendent of other dctions required for performance of the task
should be extracted and used as assessment checkpoints. The
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checkpoints should then be written as descriptions Of_the'

action, and in enough detail pa ensure that an'eicaminer can

make a judgment abedt correctness of a behavior/action. Too

mat:h detail can make it difficult for an examiner to rate an

\ action in an ongoing work situation.

.Table 6 is an example of checkpoints atthe groper level

of detail for one important task in overhauling a diesel

engine.

Prepare Administration Instructions

To ensure that a performance test is administered the

way to all examinees, detailed administration instructions

be prepared. An examiner's manual should cover all the corn,-

pbnents-of-a performance test. It should also include sugges-

tions for testing individuals with special needs: Though the

instructions to the examiner should be detailed enough to pre-

vent variation between tests,,they should not be unnecessarily

wordy.

Develop Rating Sheets

Rating sheets on which the examiner will rate examinee

performance should be easy to follow and at the §ame time

permit a thorough: evaluation of the-examinee's performance.

The rating form should allow an examiner to observe and rate

the examinee on each checkpoint withbut missing any of the

examinee's ongoing perfo nce on the test. Table 7 is an

example of a rating she derived from the checklist shown in

Table 6. Note that'pr duct checkpoints 12-16 have been added

to the initial process checkpoints.-

Review,by Consultants

As with pam,.-and-pencil tests, performance tests should

be revjewed by subject,matter.experts in industry mil by Voca-

tional eduCator§. The points that reViewers shbuld keep in

mind ire listed in ,Table 8. If a paper-and-pencil test is

developed4 it would be-most efficient to,have both the paper-

and-pencil and performance tests evaluated by the scMe iddi-

vtduatls at the same time. The reviewers can then look.at the

cOmplete test package.'



TABLE 6

CHECKPOINTS USED IN THE 'DEVELOPMkNT OF A

PERFORMANCE TEST -FOR DIESEIrMECHANIC

1

Performance Test: Measure Gap and Side Cleaiance

and Install Piston Rings ..-

,

Task
..,

,

Performance Criteria Che&kpoints

Measure ring end
gap clearance.

.

1.

2.

3.

4.
.

,

Measures each ring

individually.
Uses piston.to, push each ring

into'sleeve. .

Makes sure rings are .
.

'str'aight in sleeve..
,

Uses feeler gauge to measure
. .

322:

.

Measure ring to

groove side.,

clearance,

5.

6.

Holds each ring againet.proper

groove on piston or mounts
rings in proper giooves. .

Uses feeler gauge to measure

side clearance,of each.ring:

-Install rings on .

piston.

7.

8.

Uses expanders to install each

ring on piston.
Installs each ring-in proper

groove.

,

Prepare for

installing piston

*in sleeve,

9.

10.

11.

.

StaggeTa ring gaps.
Insurei'-that no ring gap is in,

line with wrist .pin hole.

Cleans and puts toola away.
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4
TABLE 7

A SAMPLE RATING SHEET FOR DIESEL MECHANIC
41

Performance Test: measure Geo and Side Clearance and /nstall Piston Rings

Performance Test Record.Sheet

Examiner
Eiaminee

School/Employer

Date
No. Day Yr.

Examiner must enter the correct measurements and the specifications from the

themanual for items 12-21.
.

Evaluate the examinee's performance on
the following casks by checking either

"Yss" or "No" column.
,P

Task Performance Criteria,
Yes No

Measure ring end

gap clearance1./
Measure ring to

groove side
clearance'

1. Measure's each ring individually L.

2. Uses piston to push each ring,into sleevi 2.

3. Makes sure rings are straight in sleeve

4. Uses feeler gauge to measure gap 4.

,

5. Holds each ring agiinst%proper groove-on
piston or mounts rings in proper grooves

5,

6. Usis feeler gauge to measufe-side clearance :

of-each ring

.

' Install rinfs on
,

piston

7 Uses expanders to install each ring on

piston
7.

8. Installs each ring in proper groove
8.

_

Prepare or
installing piston
in sleeve

_

9, Staggers ring gaps
9:

O. Insures that no ring-gap is in line with

wriit pin hole
10.

11. Cleans and puts tools &Way
II.-

'

Top ring: gap

.

-12. Manusl.specification recorded by examines

(
) matches manual specifica-

.

tion ( )
_ 1 .

,
,

13. Gap meaiured by examines ( - 5

1

matches gap measured by examiner

( )
13.

Top ring: side-

'clearance .

,

i.

(4. Examinee correctly checks "NO" (ring does

not 'died replacement)
14.

, .

15. Menlial specification recorded by examinee

( '
) macches manual specifica-

tion ( )
15.

16. Sida clearance measured by examinee
Mitchel side' clearance

measured by examiner'( - . )
16.

Second ring: gap

.

17. Manua/ ipecificacimn recordscLby examine*

( ' ) matches manual specifics-

tion (- )

17.

,

L. Gap measured by examinee (

matéhes gap mesihred by examiner

( .
-)

13.,

I
19. Examinee correctly checks "NO" (ring does

not need replacement)
19.

Second ring: side.

clearance

20. Manual specification
recorded by ixaminee

(
) matches manual specifica-

tion '(" )
20.

..-.

21. Side clearande measured by examinee

(
) -matches side clearance

measured oy examiner (
) 21.

. -
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TABLE 8

CHECKLIST FOR REVIEWING PERFORMANCE TEST ITDIS

Is the situation realistic?

Are all icquired supplies and materials listed? Tf

not, what is missing?

Are the instructions adequate?

Are all the relevant topics for evaluation included?

If not, what topics are missing?

Are the.topics kor evaluation listed in the order in

which. they would be carried out by an examinee taking

the test?

Arethe materials provided sufficiently clear and com-

plete? If.not, what should be added to make- them More

satisfactory?

Are the approximate time limits indicated in the test..

satisfadtory?

o How can the problem be.improved?

Test the Performance Test

The procedure's for pilot testing and field testing a per-

formance test are .basically the same as those used for'a.paper-

andrpencil test.

The individdal performance tasks should correlate

positively--but not necessarily highly--with the job knowledge

test. If ane or 9ore correlate very highly, that seises a

question of the.cost effectiveness of these performance mea-

sures. Another concern is if a perfOrmante,test has a negar

tilie correlation with the paper-and-pencil test. The correla-

tions among performance measures should also be reviewed':

Ideally, they will have low-positive correlations.
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Within each Performance test, checkpoints that are per-

formed correctly by all or nearly all of the examinees should be

carefully reviewed. The importance of the item to the occupation

and the task should be considered. Checkpoints that are missed by

arl or nearly all examinees should be restudied to determine what

is causing the problem.

As part-of final revision, the test developer should spend

time working on the appearance and layout of the test. Every

-,effort should be made to reduce the amount of paper and paperwork.

The final version of the test ahould be clear, well-organized, and

easily administered. At this point, the developer should have a

complete test package that will give objective information to s

directors of vocational education, instructors, and-studenta,about

the capability, strengths, and weaknesses of students and programs.



Individual Study Activities

1. Obtain a teacher-made performance test in an area of your

occupational specialty. Review the test to answer the

following questions: ,Is-the.situation realistic? Are

all required supplies and materials listed? If not, what

is missing? Are the instructions adequate? Are all the

relevant topics for evaluation included? If not, what

topics are missing? ,Are the topics for evaluation listed
in the order in.which they would be carried out by an

examinee taking the test? Are the mateials provided suf-

ficiently clear and complete? , If not, what should be

added to make them more satisfactory? Are the approximate

time limits indicated in the test satisfactory? 'How can

the test be improved?

2. Obtain a.task fnventory for an 'occupation frol your area

of specialty. Determine which teski would bp appropri=

ately assessed by a performance.test. Some questiohs to

ask yourself are: Can the skills required,to,perform the
task only be assessed adequately with a performance tese
and not with a paper-and-pencil test?. Are the equipment

and required materials available or easily obtainable at

a training site? Will the cost in consumable items per

examinee be reasonable? Provide reasons for your selec-
tion of tasks for performahce testing.,

fA

Discussion Questioni

1. "In assessing student performance in occupational educa-
tion programs, either or both the process or proddct of

the.task should be measured. Both product,and process

assessments have Eheir advantages--a decision must be made

regarding which should be used" (Erickson & Wentling,
1976, p. 128). From your own experiences, can you think
of situations in which it would be advantageous to look
at both process and product? Discuss these situations.

2. "The common conception that paper-and-pencil .tests of

performance can Only measure cognitive functioning is not

entirely true. Many paper-and-pencil tests can provide
direct asSessment of job performances" (Erickson &
Wentling, 1976, p. 155). From your own experiences, can
you think of examples of a written test that in fact

serves as a performance test? Discdss these examples.

-50-
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Group Activity

1. Organize class members into a test developdent team. The

goal of the team is to produce a performance test for an

occupational area of peed in your.diStrict or itate. As

team members, determine which specific tasks you will

reasonably be able to carry 'oat in your particular setting

to achieve this goal. Prepare an action plan for develop-

ing the performancetest, indicating tasks and individ-

uals responsible for carrying out those tasks.,,
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Summary

The procedures describe& in this module, in combination

- with the other three modules 'of this series,,will help you

develop a useful and valid vocational competency test. This

module has focused on techniques and procedures essential to a

good test development effort.

Another component of equal importance, but beyond ihe
scope of this module; is teamwork. Developing a vocational/

competencY test is not a one-person job. jt requires the

input of many, people'. Without this input, t e developer would

probably have only a, "classroom t made lar e" and not a

test' that realistically measures occ pational competency as

determined by business an& industr

A test designed following these procedurea will serve as

more than simply an assessment ofstudenCperformailce. 'It .

will permit_programs to be evaluated on the^basis of. those.

skills desired by business and industry:

We-feel Vocational training programa should not focua on

only those areas covered in a test. For the very practical

considerations of time and budget,"a test Ein Only be a sample

of the topics included in a goOd training program. Neverthe-

less, the restats of a good test assessing imOortant compe-
tencies will defihitely contribute to improving vocational

education programs.
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elf-Check

GOAL 1

1. What is the importance of test yalidity, test reliability,

and test practicality in vocational competencytest

development?

2. Why is it'important to develop test procedures that accom-

modete individuals with:special neede-

GOAL 2

1. .What items shOuld be included in initial test,specifi-

cations?

2. For ,both paper-and=pencil tests and performanee tests,

wliat are,two major strengths ad two' majbr 4eaknesses,a.

each?

3. Whi't are four common formats of paper-and-pencil tests?

4; WhaE are two types of performance evaluation?

GOAL 3

1. What is the purpose of creating a test item budget for

f,aper-and-pencil tests.?

2. What are important considerations in initially reviewing

and modifying paper-and-pencil test items?

3. What are the differences between pilot testing and field

testing vocational competency teets?

4. After field testing-, on what basis should paperand-pencil

'test items be revieedT

GOALA

1. What are the cooponents of a performance test?

2. What is,the major consideration in selecting tasks for

performance test development?

-59-
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3. Performance tests should be reviewed by subject matter
experts in industry and yocational education. What con-

siderations should they keep in mind when reviewing these

tests?

50
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Self -Check Responses

GOAL 1

1. Any good test should have validity, that is, it should .

measure what it ii. intended to measure.

Any goocrtest should ha.ve reliability, that is, it should

be ahle to identify, with a high degree of,accuracy, the

relative ,itanding of any group of examinees.

To be usefUl a test must have practicality in terms of

construCtion, administration, and"scering. It Should.

tave an adequate amount of ,development time budgeted; be

capable ofadministration without confusion, and easy and

straightferward to.score.

. .

.2. Planning testing procedures to.adcoMmodate.individuals
with'specia1'needd ensures that all exaMinees have a fair

and equal opportunity to be tested on their skill's and .

knowledge:

GOAL 2

1. Initial test specificationsshould'includel

-Types of measures to be used and their formats

Total number of items

Total testing time
Skill level to be assessed by the test

General readinglevel of instructions and questions

2. s_isof.laper-ar.TestsStrett
Tlexibility, low cost, ease of administration'and

scoring
Requires no special equipment or specially trained

staff .

Weaknesses of Pa'er-and-Pencil Tests

Often provide little information about whether'a stu-

dent can do a task
Can distort or bias assessments if reading difficulty

exceeds Job demands

Strengths cf Performance Tests
Can assess motor skills and interpersonal skills'

Allow students to be asseised directly'on what they

ate trained to perform
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Weaknesses of Performance Tests
Are timeconsuming
Involve costly,equipment and materials'often-consumed
duririg testing

,1\Common formats of paper-and-pencil testi:

True-false 4ms
_Matching items ,

Completion iteMs
Multiple-choice itemS

4. Types of performance evaluation:

Product evaluation
Process evaluation

GOAL 3

1. The "budgeting of items" is a procedure to determine'the
number of paper-and-pencil test items to develop for each

tmajor test area.
-

7 2. Considerations in initially -reviewing and modifying paper-
and-pencil test items:

Is the conten of the item logical?
Is sufficient information provided?
Is the use and spelling of technical terms correct?
Is there one and onlY,one best answer?
Is the correct answer keyed?
Hbw difficult is the item for a typicaL-student?
,Can phe item be improved? Itso-, -1160-

3. Pilot testing is a. procedure Used primarily to test the

structure of the test rather than the content. It is a
small-scale test, only involving a few students in a few

programs. .4

Field testing is conducted.to determine.the qualityof
the test items in terms of content. It'involves a large
number of 'students in a large number of schools.

4. Base6 for revising paper-and-pencil test items after field
testingv

Content
Difficulty
Discrimination

-62-
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GOAL 4

1. , Components of a performance test:

-Purpose
4 -Instructions to examinet

list of rtquired equipment
Instructions to examinee
Rating form

ve'

2. The major considetation in seleCting. tasks-for perfor-

mance test development is whether or.not'the Skills

required to Perform the'task can 2211 be assessed ade-

quately Oith-a performance test'and not-with a paper-and-

pencil.test.

3. Review of performance tests by subject matter experts

should include:

o IS the situation realistic?
4 Axe all.required Stipplies and materials:listed? If

pot, what is missing?
Are the instructions adequate?
Are the relevant topics-for evaluation included? If

not, what topics are Missing? .

Are the topics for evaluation listed in the order,in

which they would be carried out by an examinee taking

the test?
Ar the Materials provided sufficiently clear and com-

pl Mhat should be added to make them4aore

. appropriate?
Are the approximate time limits indicated in the test

xdalistic?
How can the test be improved?
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